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Abstract
The importance of phraseological information in lexicographic resources is experi-
encing an exponential growth. This is evident in the publication in recent years of 
a wide variety of combinatorial or collocation dictionaries. This paper describes and 
compares the main monolingual collocation dictionaries for English and Spanish in 
regards to the following: (i) types of collocation encoded; (ii) kinds of collocational 
information offered; (iii) place for collocations in the micro or macrostructure of the 
dictionary. The objective of this analysis is to study the usefulness of these resources 
for translators.
Resumen
El creciente interés por la información fraseológica se constata en la gran cantidad de 
diccionarios combinatorios o de colocaciones que han surgido en los últimos años. 
En este artículo se describen y se comparan los principales diccionarios monolingües 
de colocaciones en inglés y en español teniendo en cuenta lo siguiente: (i) el tipo de 
colocaciones que codifican; (ii) el tipo de información colocacional que ofrecen; (iii) 
el lugar que ocupan las colocaciones en la micro y macroestructura del diccionario. 
El objetivo último de este análisis es estudiar la utilidad de estos recursos para los 
traductores. 
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1. Introduction
The Function Theory of Lexicography (Bergenholtz & Tarp 2010) highlights 
the need to take specific user needs into account in the design of a lexico-
graphic resource. Also important is the fact the same user can perform differ-
ent roles, depending on the context. For example, a translator can sometimes 
assume the role of a teacher or a linguist. In the words of Nuccorini (2003: 
367): 
it must be borne in mind that often the dictionary-intended addressees 
do not coincide with the actual users and that, on the other hand, differ-
ent roles are often performed by the same individual (for example a teacher 
and an advanced user, a linguist and a translator) who might adopt different 
perspectives.
There is a general consensus among translators that phraseological informa-
tion in lexicographic resources is crucial, especially in the final production 
of the target language text. In this phase, the translator may need grammati-
cal and syntactic information related to terms, including collocations in the 
target language. As such, the more collocations a dictionary contains, the 
better it can fulfil its function (Bergenholtz & Tarp 2010: 33). As Rundell 
states (2010: vii), collocations are as important as grammar, and they are what 
makes speakers sound natural and fluent:
Why is collocation so important? Firstly, it is a central feature of language, 
and – whether you are speaking or writing – it is just as important as gram-
mar. Getting the grammar right is an essential part of producing text which 
is free of errors. But selecting appropriate collocations is one of the keys to 
sounding natural and fluent. […] Secondly, collocation contributes to mean-
ing. Most common words in English have more than one meaning, and we 
use the surrounding context to indicate (or work out) which meaning is 
intended. Collocations play a big part in this process. 
The growing importance of phraseological information can be seen in the 
recent publication of combinatorial or collocation dictionaries. In this paper, 
the most representative English and Spanish collocation dictionaries for gen-
eral language are described and compared in order to evaluate their potential 
usefulness for translators. 
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2.  Phraseology in collocation or combinatorial dictionaries: description 
and comparison
To date, there are three general collocation dictionaries on the market for Eng-
lish,1 namely, the BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English (BBI) (1986, 1997, 
2009), Oxford Collocations Dictionary for Students of English (OCD) (2002, 
2009), and Macmillan Collocations Dictionary (MCD) (2010). Collocation 
dictionaries for Spanish include the following: Redes: Diccionario combinato-
rio del español contemporáneo (REDES) (Bosque 2004), Diccionario combina-
torio práctico del español contemporáneo (PRÁCTICO) (Bosque 2006), and the 
Diccionario de colocaciones del Español (DICE) (Vincze, Mosqueira & Alonso 
2011). This section provides an overview of how collocational information is 
treated in these dictionaries,  based on the headwords, ‘bed’ and ‘cama’, for 
English and Spanish resources, respectively. Since the DICE focuses on the 
domain of emotion, it does not contain the entry “bed”. Therefore, ‘indig-
nación’ [indignation] is the word used to describe the microstructure of an 
entry in the DICE. 
As shall be seen, the way that each resource encodes, classifies, and dis-
plays collocations varies greatly. According to Nuccorini (2003: 367):
the delimitation and description of contents, the theoretical principles adopt-
ed for the inclusion, selection, classification and presentation of headwords, 
the sources and the layout of phraseological dictionaries vary considerably 
both linguistically and lexicographically. 
As such, there is a wide range in the number of headwords in the three English 
dictionaries (McGee 2012: 335). The BBI includes approximately double the 
number of entries as the OCD, and the OCD contains twice as many entries 
as the MCD. Therefore, collocations for a less common word are more likely 
to be found in the BBI. One thing in which collocation dictionaries normally 
coincide is that they are meant for text production (Nuccorini 2003: 367): 
English monolingual collocational dictionaries agree on one point: they are 
meant for encoding purposes and are consistently addressed to advanced 
learners and translators. 
1.  Although not described in this paper, other English collocation dictionaries worth men-
tioning are: (i) A Dictionary of English Collocations (Kjellmer 1994); (ii) LTP Dictionary 
of Selected Collocations (Hill & Lewis 1997). In the same line as McGee (2012: 327), the 
reason for not including Kjellmer’s dictionary is that it was not conceived for learners 
of English and it focuses on adjacent collocations. The LTP is not included since it pro-
vides less coverage than the other three dictionaries described (e.g. it does not include 
the headword ‘bed’). 
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Although such dictionaries are generally used for production purposes, some 
of the most recent ones on the market can also be useful for decoding purpos-
es (e.g. Bosque 2004). In our opinion, a collocational resource that is useful 
for translators should be focused on both objectives. 
The Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) (Mel’čuk, Clas & Pol-
guère 1995; Mel’čuk 1984-1999) deserves special mention in that it is the 
most influential combinatorial dictionary for any language. In fact, many of 
the dictionaries described in this section are based on the theoretical and 
methodological premises of the ECD. Its objective is to provide a systematic 
and formal description of the set of linguistic properties of lexical units, re-
ferred to as lexemes or phrasemes, which convey a specific meaning (L’Homme 
& Leroyer 2009: 271). The ECD proposes an inventory of lexical functions 
(LFs), a formal system for encoding collocations within the ECD. LFs are 
specified for each lexical unit (L) in the dictionary. They are part of a system 
designed to represent a large set of lexical relations. According to Mel’čuk 
(1996: 39), a lexical function f is a correspondence that associates a given 
lexical unit (L) (the argument or keyword, i.e. the base of the collocation) 
with a set of lexical items (L1) (the collocate) which express a specific mean-
ing associated with f. It can be represented by the following formula: f (L) = 
L1. It should be highlighted that lexical functions are not lexical units of the 
language, but rather correspond to metalexies. 
2.1. The BBI Dictionary of English Word Combinations
Of the six collocation dictionaries in this section, the BBI Dictionary of English 
Word Combinations (Benson, Benson & Ilson 1986, 1997, 2009) was the first 
to be compiled. Its third edition is evidence of its success. The 1997 edition 
included 18,000 entries and roughly 90,000 collocations. The most recent 
2009 edition is an extensive revision with new collocations in the field of 
computing and Internet. It also includes new example sentences and more 
detailed descriptive usage notes (Benson, Benson & Ilson 2009: xi). 
This dictionary is based on the Meaning-Text Theory of Mel’čuk (Mel’čuk 
et al. 1984-1999). Unlike the OCD and MCD, the BBI is the only diction-
ary that is not corpus-based, but rather ‘corpus-refined’ (McGee 2012: 330), 
which means that it is based on the authors’ intuition. In the words of Benson, 
Benson & Ilson (2009: viii):
Nowadays, our task is eased not only by the availability of corpuses of con-
temporary English (such as the British National Corpus) but also by the 
amazing resource of the Internet itself, which enables us to search in it for 
a word and find superb examples of that word in context. Nor should it be 
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forgotten that an important source of new information in BBI 3 is, paradoxi-
cally, BBI 2, now that the computer allows material from an entry in BBI 2 to 
be added to other entries in BBI 3 when such material is appropriate. 
Another striking difference in comparison to the OCD and MCD is that apart 
from including lexical collocations, the BBI is also a syntactic dictionary that 
supplies extensive information about the complementation patterns of verbs, 
nouns, and adjectives. The dictionary is thus referred to as a combinatory 
dictionary, rather than a collocation dictionary since it includes not only phra-
seology, but also valency (Benson, Benson & Ilson 2009: i): 
Traditionally, the combination of words into grammatical patterns has been 
called colligation or complementation or construction (though in BBI it is 
called collocation, too) and its result has been called valency. A dictionary 
that provides both phraseology and valency is a dictionary of word combi-
nations; or, in the terminology of Igor Mel’čuk, whose work has inspired us, 
a combinatory or combinatorial dictionary. BBI is a combinatory dictionary.  
In this sense, the BBI includes two types of collocations: (i) grammatical collo-
cations also referred to as colligations2 by other authors such as Hoey (2005); 
and (ii) lexical collocations. Grammatical collocations consist of a dominant 
word (a noun, adjective/participle, verb) and a preposition or a grammatical 
structure, such as an infinitive or clause (e.g. noun + to + infinitive). They 
are always listed under the dominant word; whereas lexical collocations are 
formed by constructions such as the following: verb + noun, adjective + noun, 
noun + verb, noun + noun, adverb + adjective, and adverb + verb (Benson, 
Benson & Ilson 2009: xiii). 
Lexical collocations are divided into seven types, namely, L1, L2, L3, etc. 
L1 collocations are mainly transitive verbs denoting Creation or Activation + 
an NP/PP (e.g. ‘come to an agreement’). These combinations are referred to 
as CA collocations (Benson, Benson & Ilson 2009: xxxi). L2 collocations in-
clude verbs meaning Eradication and/or Nullification (e.g. ‘reject an appeal’), 
which are referred to as EN collocations (Benson, Benson & Ilson 2009: xxx-
ii). However, the BBI insists on the arbitrary character of EN and CA com-
binations, which makes it difficult for foreigners to produce them spontane-
ously. L3 collocations have the pattern of adjective + noun (e.g. ‘strong tea’). 
L4 collocations are noun + verb combinations (e.g. ‘alarms go off’). L5 col-
locations are noun + of + noun combinations (e.g. ‘a bouquet of flowers’). L6 
collocations are adverb + adjective combinations (e.g. ‘deeply absorbed’); and 
2.  See Stubbs (2002) for a complete description regarding the differences between collo-
cation and colligation. 
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finally, L7 collocations are verb + adverb combinations (e.g. ‘affect deeply’). 
Regarding the listing of lexical collocations in the BBI when there is a noun 
in the collocation, the collocation is placed under the noun. If there are two 
nouns, it appears under the second noun; if there is no noun, then it appears 
under the adjective. When there is no noun or adjective, it is placed under 
the verb. 
Generally speaking, the BBI does not include free combinations, which 
are defined as “elements that are joined in accordance with the general rules 
of English syntax and freely allow substitution” (Benson, Benson & Ilson 
2009: xix). Figure 1 shows an example of an entry of the BBI corresponding 
to ‘bed’: 
Figure 1. Entry for ‘bed’ in the BBI
As shown in Figure 1, after the headword and its grammatical category, a 
definition is provided in square brackets and double quotation marks. After 
the definition, lexical collocations are listed. In the BBI, lexical collocations 
always precede grammatical collocations. Since the example does not contain 
grammatical collocations, all the combinations displayed correspond to lexi-
cal ones. For certain collocations, an additional explanation is given in double 
quotation marks and sample squares, e.g. 7 to take to one’s ~ (“to remain in 
bed because of illness”). Other collocation senses also offer a usage example, 
e.g. 1. (I’ll make you up a ~ = I’ll make a ~ up for you). For some articles, 
usage notes are included (see sense 1), and these provide additional informa-
tion concerning the headword. As shown in Figure 1, varieties of English are 
marked as AE, for American English (e.g. ‘trundle bed’), and BE (for British 
English) (e.g. ‘camp bed’). 
The order of presentation of lexical collocations inside entries are verb + 
noun (CA collocations) (e.g. ‘make up a bed’), verb + noun (EN collocations) 
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(e.g. ‘unmake a bed’), adjective + noun (e.g. ‘a double bed’), noun + verb 
(none in this entry), noun + noun (e.g. ‘a flower bed’). The BBI thus has a 
more systematic approach since all collocations are assigned to a category 
based on their pattern (L1, L2, L3, G1, etc.), and then patterns are consist-
ently arranged in each dictionary entry in the order specified in the introduc-
tion to the dictionary. Despite this systematization, the BBI includes many 
set phrases that do not fit into any of the previously described types of gram-
matical and lexical collocations (Benson, Benson & Ilson 2009: xxxv). Such 
phrases are normally listed under the label misc (miscellaneous). 
One of the positive aspects of the dictionary is that it does not exclusively 
rely on lexical collocations. As previously mentioned, it is also a syntactic dic-
tionary which supplies information about the complementation patterns of 
verbs, nouns, and adjectives. Although Cowie (1998: 225) argues that com-
plementation of verbs and nouns should be treated in a valency dictionary 
and not in a collocational one, in our opinion, constructional information 
for verbs should be included in a dictionary of collocations. In the words of 
Siepmann (2005: 416):
collocation and verb complementation are intimately related, since many 
noun-verb collocations require a specific distribution of semantic roles. 
The main drawback of the BBI is that it does not provide the semantic char-
acterisation of collocations, which would enhance its value for translators 
focused on target text production. McGee (2012), however, claims that there 
is a kind of semantic classification since semantic classes of collocates are 
grouped together, though not explicitly labeled. Nevertheless, this classifica-
tion only describes collocations that follow the pattern of verb + noun in CA 
(creation/activation) and EN (eradication/nullification). Other semantic areas 
are not explored. 
2.2. Oxford Collocations Dictionary
The Oxford Collocations Dictionary was first published in 2002. A second edi-
tion was published in 2009 (McIntosh, Francis & Poole 2009), which con-
tains 250,000 word combinations and about 9,000 headwords for nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives, along with 75,000 examples showing how collocations 
are used. Like the MCD, it is an English dictionary of collocations, aimed 
at upper-intermediate to advanced students of English for text production 
purposes. 
Like the BBI, the OCD does not provide noun collocates for verb and 
adjective entries. For example for the verb ‘study’, the OCD provides adverb 
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collocates (e.g. ‘carefully’, ‘closely’, ‘in depth’); phrases (‘be easily’/‘well stud-
ied’); and prepositions (e.g. ‘for’). Nevertheless, no information is given re-
garding noun collocates. 
The corpus used to extract the most salient combinations was the Brit-
ish National Corpus,3 in the first edition, and the Oxford English Corpus4 of 2 
billion words in the most recent edition. When necessary, this edition also 
provides variants for British and American English. Figure 2 shows the entry 
in the OCD for ‘bed’. 
Figure 2. Entry for ‘bed’ in OCD
In the OCD, when the headword is polysemic, as is the case for ‘bed’, a defi-
nition of each sense is provided. However, when the headword only has one 
sense, no definition is given. As shown in Figure 2, immediately after each 
definition, the associated collocations are displayed in bold in order to be 
easily identifiable from the rest of the text. Collocations are first organized in 
regards to their grammatical structure (e.g. Adj; Verb + bed; bed + Verb; Prep; 
Phrases). 
3.  < http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/> [22/04/2013]. 
4.  <http://oxforddictionaries.com/words/the-oxford-english-corpus> [22/04/2013]. 
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The OCD is the only one of the three dictionaries described that devotes 
a special section to phrases. Authors of the MCD justify not including phrases 
by saying that the “OCD has a ‘phrases’ category where items are often in-
cluded on grounds of non-transparency of meaning” (Kilgarriff et al. 2010: 
373). Nevertheless, despite these minor inconsistencies, the OCD approach to 
phrase description is very useful. Phrases are frequent in general language and 
are difficult for non-native speakers to master. The idea of putting phrases in a 
separate section in a dictionary makes them easier for the user to understand. 
Differences in meaning within the same grammatical relation are ex-
pressed in the OCD by means of a vertical line “|”. As previously mentioned, 
McGee (2012:333) states that collocations within OCD entries are “seman-
tically organized, but this organization is not actually labeled”. However, in 
our opinion, the semantic organization in this dictionary is rather tenuous 
since the semantic relationship between the headword and the collocations 
is not stated, and thus must be deduced by users. For instance, regarding 
the collocates for the first sense in Figure 2, ‘double’, ‘king-size’, ‘single’, and 
‘twin’ are separated from ‘bunk’, ‘camp’, ‘feather’, ‘folding’, ‘four-poster’, ‘hos-
pital’ and ‘sofa’. However, it is difficult for users to discern the relationship 
between ‘feather bed’ and ‘sofa bed’. In addition, when necessary, the OCD 
provides explanations in brackets in regards to meaning and usage. Finally, 
it also includes usage examples in italics to illustrate how each collocation 
should be used in context. It goes without saying that in translation, contex-
tual information is essential since the meaning of a word can vary consider-
ably depending on its usage context. Evidently, because of space constraints, 
a lexicographic resource can only include a limited set of micro-contexts of a 
word but obviously, the usefulness of a dictionary for translators is in direct 
consonance with the amount of contextual information included.
2.3. MacMillan Collocations Dictionary
The Macmillan Collocations Dictionary (Rundell 2010) is the most recent 
dictionary of collocations in English though its compilation process started 
in the 1990s. Like the OCD, its objective is to help upper-intermediate to 
advanced English students improve their writing skills in order to pass the 
International English Language Testing System (IELTS). In the same way as 
the OCD and in contrast to the BBI, it is corpus-based. The corpus used is a 
two-billion word corpus, known as the World English Corpus.5 Its novelty lies 
5.  For a complete description of the corpus, see <http://www.macmillandictionary.com/
corpus.html> [12/04/2013].
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in its methodology since it is the first dictionary to extract collocations auto-
matically in the form of word sketches thanks to a new software tool, incorpo-
rated into the Sketch Engine corpus query system6 (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). A 
word sketch is an automatic corpus-derived summary of a word’s grammatical 
and collocational behavior. In fact, the OCD is a model for what was intended 
to be automatically produced by word sketches (Kilgarriff et al. 2010: 373): 
Our goal for what word sketches aim to do is provide a grammatically-organ-
ized list of collocates which would form a suitable entry for a collocations 
dictionary such as OCD.
As evidenced by Kilgarriff et al. (2010), word sketches offer reliable and val-
uable information, which, among other things, is extremely useful for text 
production in translation. These authors formally evaluate word sketches 
for four languages, namely, Dutch, English, Japanese, and Slovene. For this 
purpose, forty-two headwords were selected and twenty collocates for each 
headword were analysed in the four languages by asking users whether the 
collocation was suitable for inclusion in a published collocation dictionary. 
The evaluation showed that more than two thirds of the collocations were of 
publishable quality. 
In line with the OCD, the MCD also has a very broad classification of col-
locations, as can be seen in the introduction of the dictionary:7
Collocations are ‘semi-preconstructed phrases’ which allow language users to 
express their ideas with maximum clarity and economy. Not only that, there 
is a strong correlation between frequency in a corpus and typicality, which 
means that the use of common collocations contributes to the naturalness of 
a text. 
The MCD contains about 4,500 entries. Its editors justify this relatively small 
number compared to other collocational resources such as the OCD by saying 
that they “prefer to give full coverage to a smaller number of words”.8 Even 
though the MCD contains fewer entries than the OCD, both dictionaries are 
similar in length (McGee 2012: 333): 
Although [the MCD] contains around half as many entries as the OCD – 
with around 4,500 keyword entries – the two dictionaries are of comparable 
length (MCD 911 pages, versus OCD 963 pages).
6.  < http://www.sketchengine.co.uk/> [12/04/2013].
7.  <http://www.macmillandictionaries.com/features/how-dictionaries-are-written/macmil-
lan-collocations-dictionary/#1> [12/04/2013].
8.  <http://www.macmillandictionaries.com/features/how-dictionaries-are-written/macmil-
lan-collocations-dictionary/#1> [12/04/2013]. 
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Figure 3 shows the entry for ‘bed’ as described in the MCD. For each head-
word, first the definition(s) is provided. In contrast to the OCD, in the MCD, 
the definition of each headword is always given, even when the headword on-
ly has one meaning. This means that the MCD can be used both for encoding 
as well as for decoding. In regards to translation, this allows the translator to 
find correspondences in the production phase as well as in the early reception 
stages. 
Figure 3. Entry for ‘bed’ in the MCD
Collocations are subsequently provided after the definition of the headword, 
which is first categorized in terms of grammatical category. The MCD gives 
the grammatical relation between the headword and collocate by means of 
part of speech patterns (e.g. adj + N; v + into + N; v + to +N), but not explicitly 
like the OCD does (i.e. adj + bed). According to Fuertes-Olivera (2011: 59), it 
would have been preferable to have explicitly specified the grammatical labels 
for the sake of language students: 
My main contention is that the structural labels, i.e. the grammatical codes, 
are not explained, which hinders its usability in some teaching/learning situ-
ations, e.g. Spanish universities, in which students are unfamiliar with gram-
mar information. 
In our opinion, the absence of grammatical labels should not be a problem 
for advanced students of English. However, their explicit presentation makes 
lexicographic entries more transparent. As previously mentioned, unlike the 
OCD, the MCD does not put prepositions in a different section, but rather 
includes them in the constructions and examples. 
The MCD expresses different ideas within the same grammatical catego-
ry through semantic groupings with a definition headed by the symbol ►. 
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As shown in the grammatical category adj + n, two semantic groupings are 
provided: (1) types of bed, which include collocations such as ‘bunk’, ‘divan’, 
‘double’, ‘folding/foldaway/fold-up/four-poster/4-poster’, ‘king-size/king-
sized’, ‘single’, ‘sofa’, ‘twin’; (2) describing a bed, with collocates such as ‘com-
fortable’, ‘comfy’, and ‘unmade’. Its authors are very proud of the fact that 
they classify collocations according to meaning and describe the MCD as “the 
only fully corpus-based collocations dictionary which incorporates semantic 
groupings”.9
Even though the underlying idea is very good, it is more viable from a 
grammatical or syntactic point of view than from a semantic perspective. This 
is evidenced, for instance, by the use of constructions described in terms of v 
+ into or v + to, and the exclusion of basic collocations such as ‘make’ which 
could pose problems for students of English who must decide between ‘do the 
bed’ or ‘make the bed’. Regarding the second meaning (describing a bed), only 
the collocations ‘comfortable’, ‘comfy’, and ‘unmade’ are given, even though a 
bed can also be ‘hard’, ‘lumpy’, or ‘uncomfortable’. As shall be seen, a mean-
ing-based classification of collocations is of paramount importance for certain 
user groups, such as translators. 
The MCD also includes a section devoted to usage notes that provides the 
following information: (i) colligation, i.e. the tendency of a word to appear in 
a particular form (Hoey 2005) (e.g. a verb that is mainly used in its passive 
form; or a noun used primarily in its plural form); (ii) alternatives to colloca-
tions, which are common phrases that can be used instead of the collocation. 
Colligation information is displayed against a pink background, and possible 
alternatives to collocations against a grey one. The systematicity achieved by 
clearly stating what is included in each type of usage note and the color dis-
tinction gives users easy access to this information. Finally, like the OCD and 
the BBI, the MCD includes usage examples in italics to illustrate how each 
collocation should be used in context. 
However, the most striking difference is the type of collocational informa-
tion provided. In other words, it is the first dictionary to include noun collo-
cates for adjectives and verb entries. Neither the BBI nor the OCD provides 
nouns for adjectives and verbs (McGee 2012: 334): 
The standard practice in collocation dictionary production until the publi-
cation of the MCD was to place the ‘independent’ or ‘autonomous’ base of 
9.  <http://www.macmillanenglish.com/courses/macmillan-collocations-dictionary/> 
[21/01/2013]. 
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the collocation (usually the noun) as an entry word, where one can find its 
‘dependent’ collocates (verbs or adjectives). 
This is indeed one of the most valuable and distinctive aspects of the MCD 
compared to the other English collocational dictionaries. 
2.4. Redes. Diccionario combinatorio del español contemporáneo
Redes. Diccionario combinatorio del español contemporáneo, henceforth RE-
DES (Bosque 2004), is the first combinatorial dictionary published for the 
Spanish language. It was developed by Ignacio Bosque and his team at the 
Complutense University of Madrid. The dictionary was elaborated from a 
corpus of 250 million words composed of texts from 68 Spanish and Latin 
American newspapers published from 1993 to 2003. This resource is mainly 
for linguists studying lexical restrictions in Spanish and, in general, for an-
yone interested in the use of the Spanish language. In 2006, another more 
practice-oriented dictionary appeared, which is based on the data contained 
in REDES: the Diccionario combinatorio práctico del español contemporáneo, 
henceforth PRÁCTICO (Bosque 2006) (see 2.5). 
Apart from being the first dictionary to deal with word combinations in 
Spanish, the novelty of REDES lies in the fact that predicates are the target of 
this resource. This is in vivid contrast to the general tendency of traditional 
collocation dictionaries in other languages, where the noun (which normally 
corresponds to the base) is the primary focus of attention (Barrios 2007: 1): 
Redes, el primer diccionario combinatorio del español, obra innovadora en 
su enfoque pues en ella los predicados se convertían en núcleo y principal 
objeto de estudio.
Bosque prefers to refer to his dictionaries as diccionarios combinatorios [com-
binatorial dictionaries] in the same way as the BBI or the ECD. The reasons 
are the following (Barrios 2007: 2): (i) Bosque’s dictionaries include some-
thing more than collocations, i.e. “fenómenos de combinatoria en el senti-
do amplio” [combinatory phenomena in the broadest sense]; (ii) the notion 
of dictionary of collocations lends itself easily to multiple interpretations 
(e.g. the entry for ‘book’ in the OCD includes ‘good’ and ‘great’, whereas in 
PRÁCTICO, neither ‘buen libro’ [good book] nor ‘libro genial’ [great book] 
is included). This is evidence that certain resources, commonly referred to as 
dictionaries of collocations, also include frequent combinations with the subse-
quent risk of draining the notion of collocation of its substance.
REDES contains 7,115 lemmas composed of nouns, adjectives, adverbs, 
verbs as well as noun, adjective, adverbial, and verb phrases. It has two types 
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of entry: (i) entradas analíticas [analytical entries] or entradas largas [long 
entries]; (ii) entradas abreviadas [abbreviated entries] or entradas cortas [short 
entries]. Generally speaking, long entries are for selecting base words, whereas 
short entries are for selected words or collocates, as stated by Bosque (2004: 
xxxviii): 
De manera muy simplificada, puede decirse que las palabras que aparecen en 
las entradas analíticas son, en la mayor parte de los casos, PALABRAS SELEC-
CIONADORAS, mientras que las voces que aparecen las referencias cruzadas 
son PALABRAS SELECCIONADAS. 
Since in REDES ‘cama’ [bed] is only included in the form of a short entry 
and not as a long one, it is thus not useful for our purposes. Consequently, 
to illustrate the type and organization of collocational information in REDES, 
we have randomly chosen the phrase ‘a bombo y platillo’ (Figure 4), which 
appears in REDES as a long entry. ‘A bombo y platillo’ means to spread far and 
wide, in reference to a piece of news or an event. 
Figure 4. Extract from a long entry in REDES: ‘a bombo y platillo’
In REDES, long entries can have a length of various pages. The most impor-
tant aspect of long entries is that they are semantically divided into lexical 
classes, identified with capital letters (A, B, C, D, etc.). The descriptor of the 
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lexical class is the text that defines or characterizes it. This description is in 
capital letters so that users can easily identify the sense that they are look-
ing for. In this regard, in Figure 4, two lexical classes are displayed: (i) A. 
VERBOS QUE DENOTAN DIFUSIÓN O TRANSMISIÓN DE INFORMACIÓN 
[verbs that denote diffusion or transmission of information]; (ii) B. VERBOS 
QUE DESIGNAN OTRAS ACCIONES VERBALES, MÁS FRECUENTEMENTE 
SI EXPRESAN LA DE PONER ALGO DE MANIFIESTO [verbs that desig-
nate other verbal actions, more specifically if they express the idea of making 
something evident]. 
A meaning-based classification and description of combinations is one of 
the most positive features of REDES. A semantic classification for collocations 
is necessary since as stated by Siepmann (2005: 424): “[…] dependencies 
exist not merely between lexical units, but also between semantic features”. 
Subsequently, the combinations activated within each lexical class are giv-
en in bold typeface headed by a number. However, the numbering does not 
start over each time a new lexical class is encountered since these numbers 
are subsequently used to automatically create short entries. The frequency of 
each combination is represented by means of the following symbols: “++” is 
a very frequent combination; “+” signifies a fairly frequent one; no symbol 
means that it is an acceptable combination for native speakers; “-” means that 
the combination is not very frequent though possible. 
Documented examples showing the combination in context are provided, 
along with the reference that identifies the source date. An explanation of the 
labels used for documenting the examples is given in the introduction to the 
dictionary. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the example for the verb ‘pre-
sentar’, is …fue presentado a bombo y platillo a los medios de comunicación…, 
which is identified as ABC190595. This means that the example comes from 
the Spanish newspaper ABC, dated 19 May 1995. However, as stated by Bos-
que (2004: xlix), sometimes it is very difficult to retrieve a certain combi-
nation in a referenced source because it is not very frequent, even though it 
sounds natural to a native speaker. Should this happen, the authors create 
the examples themselves, labeling them as undocumented (INDOC) (Bosque 
2004: xlix): 
Por muy amplio que sea el corpus con el que se trabaje, no es posible en-
contrar en él todas las combinaciones que correspondan a una clase léxica 
determinada. 
At the end of long entries, two more specifications are provided: (i) a grey 
square with the phrase se combina con [combines with], which offers word 
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combinations that do not fit in the other lexical classes; (ii) cross-references 
to other entries by means of véase también [see also].
At this point, it is important to highlight that a lemma is either listed 
as a long entry or as a short entry, but not both. In short entries, the lexical 
classes of long entries disappear since these short entries were not written 
one by one, but rather automatically obtained from long entries. In other 
words, the computer extracted nouns, phrases, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs 
from the body of analytical entries, and converted them into lemmas. Neither 
grammatical information nor definitions (even when the lemma has various 
senses) are provided for short entries. The various senses within a lemma are 
distinguished by means of this symbol: ♦. In REDES, there are five types of 
short entries: 
(i) Referencias cruzadas a las voces [cross-references to terms], which 
are lemmas for selected words, i.e. collocates or words that can com-
bine with many other words; 
(ii) Referencias cruzadas a los conceptos [cross-references to concepts], 
which refer to concepts rather than words; 
(iii) Entradas del índice conceptual [entries of the conceptual index] that 
also designate concepts. In contrast to cross-references to concepts, 
which are indexes of the lexical classes of the corresponding an-
alytical entries, these entries are indexes of the lemmas or words 
that have an entry in REDES. They are identifiable since they are 
displayed in small caps and italics; 
(iv) Series abreviadas [abbreviated series], to which ‘cama’ [bed] belongs. 
These entries do not contain any superscript. An analytical entry 
is not proposed for these entries since, generally speaking, some of 
the most frequent combinations for these entries do not fit into the 
analytical entry. As shown in the example for the lemma ‘cama’ [bed] 
(Figure 5), only verbal collocations are listed. This entry does not in-
clude any kind of semantic information, examples, or more nouns or 
adjective phrases collocating with the headword. The collocational 
information provided for lemmas, however, is greatly enhanced in 
the dictionary PRÁCTICO. 
Figure 5. Entry for ‘cama’ [bed] in REDES
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(v) Remisiones [cross-references], which refer to both suggestions (véase 
también) [see also] or cross-references (véase) [see]. 
2.5. Diccionario combinatorio práctico del español contemporáneo
The Diccionario combinatorio práctico del español contemporáneo (Bosque 
2006), henceforth PRÁCTICO, is a combinatory dictionary for Spanish de-
rived from REDES. It is the practice-oriented version of REDES, conceived for 
text production (Barrios 2007: 1–2):
Si Redes era un intento de reflexión acerca de la restricción léxica, Práctico 
pretende ayudar a encontrar la palabra adecuada, sumándose a la lista de 
trabajos onomasiológicos orientados a la producción y no a la comprensión 
[…]. 
It thus targets teachers and students of Spanish as a foreign language, transla-
tors, and generally anyone that aims at speaking Spanish with native fluency. 
Although it is shorter than REDES (1,305 pages instead of 1,839), it contains 
almost twice the number of entries (14,000 in contrast to the nearly 8,000 
of REDES), and about twice the number of word combinations (400,000 in 
contrast to 200,000). Conceptual entries are not included in PRÁCTICO be-
cause it is a less conceptual and more practical dictionary. This is indeed the 
reason why it has more word combinations and less descriptive information. 
PRÁCTICO has three types of entry: 
(i) simple entries, which merge analytical and short entries in REDES 
(see Figure 6). The lemmas are displayed in bold font; 
(ii) generic entries, which are not present in REDES. They group the 
words with the same combinatorial potential in the same semantic 
field in one entry so as to avoid repetition. For instance, since all the 
months of the year combine with a similar set of words, there is a 
generic entry ‘MES’ [month] that includes all the months of the year. 
The lemmas of generic entries appear in capital letters. 
(iii)  cross-references entries, which are enclosed in square brackets and 
are supplementary aids designed to facilitate information retrieval. 
For example, the lemma ‘julio’ [July] corresponds to a cross refer-
ence entry that refers the user to the entry for ‘MES’ [month], as 
previously above. 
The content of simple entries in PRÁCTICO is very different from that in the 
short entries of REDES. This is the case of ‘cama’ [bed] as shown in Table 6, 
which corresponds to the entry for ‘cama’ [bed] in PRÁCTICO. When com-
pared to the same lemma in REDES, most of the information in PRÁCTICO 
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is new. The microstructure of an entry in PRÁCTICO is similar to that of the 
OCD (see Table 6). 
Figure 6. Entry for ‘cama’ in PRÁCTICO
In contrast to the analytical entries in REDES, entries in PRÁCTICO do not 
contain an entradilla, [an introductory description]. Like the OCD, in PRÁC-
TICO, when the headword has more than one sense, a brief definition of 
each sense is first provided in square brackets preceded by the symbol “█”. 
For ‘cama’ [bed] (Table 6), no description is provided since it only has one 
meaning. 
As can be seen in Table 6, collocations in PRÁCTICO are first organ-
ized according to grammatical category. In this regard, PRÁCTICO distin-
guishes between combinations CON ADJS. [with adjectives], CON SUSTS. 
[with nouns], CON VBOS. [with verbs], CON PREPS. [with prepositions], 
and EXPRESIONES [phrases]. Like the OCD, it also devotes a special section 
to phrases, which is a completely new feature, especially considering that this 
type of information is not provided in REDES. However, this dictionary does 
not include a section for non-verb combinations. Users must thus deduce this 
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type of information, which might be a problem for non-native speakers of 
Spanish (Model 2008: 196):  
el diccionario carece de indicaciones explícitas, por lo cual el usuario tiene 
que detectar la función de un sustantivo a partir de otras indicaciones menos 
obvias. Pese a que se ha elaborado un sistema para revelar si un sustantivo es 
sujeto u objeto del verbo indicado, este sistema resulta algo enrevesado y no 
se aplica en todos los casos.
Like the OCD, collocations are grouped in terms of semantic proximity. The 
resulting groups are separated by “||”. As shown in Table 6, ‘meter(se) (en)’, 
‘ir(se) (a)’, ‘quedar(se) (en)’, ‘acostar(se) (en)’, ‘tender(se) (en)’, ‘recostar(se) 
(en)’, ‘postrar(se) (en)’, and ‘permanecer (en)’ are similar in meaning. Howev-
er, only a native speaker of Spanish would realize that ‘acostarse’ is somewhat 
different from ‘quedarse en’. 
In our opinion, again, this type of classification is often confusing since 
the semantic relation between members is not explicitly labeled and is often 
difficult to infer. This is indeed one of its main drawbacks when compared 
to REDES. In PRÁCTICO, the semantic classes of REDES are not included. 
There is only an attempt to implicitly group collocates by semantic proximity 
as stressed by Barrios (2007: 7): 
Si el lector de Práctico es un lingüista y busca paradigmas de clases léxicas, 
no encontrará un análisis de los rasgos que permiten definir los subgrupos 
pero aunque los rasgos semánticos no se hagan explícitos permanecen implí-
citos en la forma de agrupar.
In addition, PRÁCTICO provides explanations in square brackets, when 
needed, concerning meaning and usage. Finally, it provides usage examples 
in italics to illustrate how the collocations should be used in context. It is 
important to emphasize here that the documented examples in REDES have 
been replaced by examples created by the authors themselves in order to help 
students of Spanish and also not to create an excessively large dictionary. 
2.6. Diccionario de Colocaciones del Español 
The Diccionario de Colocaciones del Español,10 henceforth DICE (Vincze, 
Mosqueira & Alonso 2011), is an online collocations dictionary of Spanish, 
currently being developed at the University of A Coruña (Spain). To date its 
contents are restricted to the domain of ‘feeling’ and it only contains 211 lem-
mas, which are each associated with one or various lexical units (LUs). There-
fore, the number of LUs described in the dictionary is larger. The website 
10.  <http://www.dicesp.com> [16/05/2013]. 
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provides two access points: (1) to the dictionary itself; (2) to an advanced 
search option consultation. An additional didactic model is currently being 
implemented. This last option verifies whether a certain combination is cor-
rect and permits the following two kinds of consultation: (i) users can as-
certain whether a specific base combines with a specific collocate; (ii) users 
can obtain the collocates for a given base when wishing to express a specific 
meaning. 
As in most of the collocation dictionaries in this section, the DICE focus-
es on encoding and targets learners of Spanish (Alonso 2010). Like the BBI, 
REDES, and PRÁCTICO, it is based on the premises of the ECD. However, it 
differs from them in that it is the only one that describes the semantic content 
of collocations in terms of lexical functions. 
As previously mentioned, the DICE only focuses on nouns of feeling, and 
thus does not include ‘cama’ [bed]. Therefore, the headword ‘indignación’ 
[indignation] is used as an example to describe the microstructure of an entry 
in the DICE (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7. Entry for the LU ‘indignación 1’ [indignation] in the DICE
As shown in Figure 7, the information provided for each LU in the DICE is 
the following: (1) a semantic tag, which is the general meaning of the LU (in 
this case, the semantic tag is sentimiento [feeling]); (2) its actantial structure, 
which lists the participants in the situation designated by the LU (i.e. indig-
nación de persona X con Y por Z [indignation of person X with Y because of Z]); 
(3) usage examples, mainly derived from the Corpus de Referencia del Español 
Actual (CREA)11 as well as from the corpus LexEsp (Sebastián et al. 2000), the 
Corpus del Español,12 directly from the web, and from other lexicographical 
11.  <http://corpus.rae.es/creanet.html> [16/05/2013]. 
12.  <http://www.corpusdelespanol.org> [16/05/2013].
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works; (4) quasi-synonyms and quasi-antonyms of the LU; (5) the syntactic 
schema (esquema de régimen), which is displayed in another window with 
syntactic information regarding the linguistic realizations of actants (e.g. the 
participant Y with ‘indignación’ can be linguistically headed by the preposi-
tions ‘con’, ‘contra’, ‘ante’ and ‘hacia’ (e.g. ‘La indignación con/contra/ante/
hacia el gobierno’); (6) collocations. 
As shown in Figure 1, the collocations for each LU are classified in five 
groups: (i) atributo de los participantes [attributes of the participants], (e.g. ‘en 
un momento de indignación’); (ii) indignación + adjetivo [LU + adjective] (e.g. 
‘indignación popular’); (iii) verbo + indignación [verb + LU] (e.g. ‘aumentar’, 
‘acrecentar’, ‘alimentar’); (iv) indignación + verbo [LU + verb] (e.g. ‘aplacarse’); 
(v) nombre de indignación [noun de + LU], which lists all collocations headed 
by the combination of a noun + de (e.g. ‘sentimiento de indignación’). 
By clicking on each collocation group, the system displays a list of glosses 
or brief linguistic descriptions that are characteristic of a specific meaning 
(Alonso, Nishikawa & Vincze 2010: 370-371) (see Table 1). In other words, 
they are linguistic adaptations of LFs. Table 1 displays an extract of the gloss-
es for the construction verb + indignación. As shown, the LF may also appear 
optionally. In addition, the number of collocates that are part of the meaning 
of each gloss is specified. For example, as shown in Table 1, for the gloss 
‘causar que la ~ sea mayor’ [to cause the indignation to become greater], the 
associated LF is Caus Pred Plus. Also given are three collocates in consonance 
with this semantic description. 
 sentir ~ Oper1 (3 valores en total)
 sentir una ~ intensa Magn + Oper1 (3 valores en total)
 continuar sintiendo ~ Cont Oper1 (1 valor en total)
 hacer a algo objeto de ~ Labor12 (1 valor en total)
 causar que la ~ sea intensa Caus Pred Magn (1 valor en total)
 causar que la ~ sea mayor Caus Pred Plus (3 valores en total)
Table 1. Extract of the glosses for the group of collocations verb + indignación in the DICE
By clicking on the plus symbol at the left of each gloss, the system displays 
the collocates that convey the meaning of the gloss. Accordingly, as shown in 
Figure 8, for ‘causar que la ~ sea mayor’ [to cause the indignation to become 
greater], the verbs ‘aumentar’, ‘acrecentar’ and ‘alimentar’ are encountered. 
This does not mean, however, that the verbs are synonyms, but rather that 
they have a similar meaning. 
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Figure 8. Collocations of the gloss ‘causar que la indignación sea mayor’ [to cause the 
indignation to become greater], for the LU ‘indignación’ in the DICE
As can be observed, the DICE includes the following information for each col-
locate: (i) the syntactic schema of the collocation in square brackets (e.g. for 
the verb ‘alimentar’ the schema is [ART ~ de X], which means that ‘alimentar’ 
comes in a construction headed by an article and followed by the preposi-
tion ‘de’ and an actant X); (ii) the gloss; (iii) usage examples extracted from 
the corpus (e.g. ‘Los ciudadanos cercados y los delincuentes libres: ésta es la 
perturbadora imagen que hoy alimenta la indignación de los argentinos’). At 
times, certain entries also include expressions that despite not being colloca-
tions, express the same meaning as the collocation. 
As previously mentioned, the DICE also has an advanced search com-
ponent that permits users to find answers to specific questions. The system 
allows three types of searches: (1) directas [direct searches]; (2) inversas [in-
direct searches]; (3) ayuda a la redacción [help in writing]. Direct searches 
permit users to find the collocates of a base by means of an LF. Nevertheless, 
the system only allows users to search for one LF at a time. Additionally, they 
can specify the lemma and the LU. 
For example, as shown in Figure 9, a direct search could provide an an-
swer to the question of which verb can combine with ‘indignación’ [indig-
nation] to express the meaning of the lexical function Caus. For this query, 
the system displays 30 collocations organized in terms of the LFs underlying 
their meaning. ‘Indignación’[indignation] is found within the LF Caus Pred 
Plus. In our opinion, the idea of providing a query system is very helpful for 
final users. Nonetheless, the problem of direct searches in the DICE lies in the 
fact that meaning can only be expressed in terms of LFs. This rather difficult 
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metalanguage makes it unsuitable for the majority of users, except for lin-
guists. Paradoxically, however, the intended users of the dictionary are learn-
ers of Spanish: “tomamos como punto de referencia al usuario de diccionario, 
especialmente al aprendiz de español” (Alonso 2010: 55). 
Figure 9. Direct search option in the DICE
The indirect search option (Figure 10), allows for two types of queries. The 
first one permits users to find the base of a collocation from the collocate (re-
ferred to as valor [value] in the DICE). Additionally, the LF can also be spec-
ified. For example, as shown in Figure 10, it can be used to find out which 
lemma is selected by the collocate ‘alimentar’[to feed] to express the meaning 
of the LF Caus. Once again, the problem is the metalanguage of the LFs. It is 
true that users can launch a query without having to specify the LF, but in that 
case, an excessively large number of records is displayed. 
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Figure 10. Indirect search option in the DICE
The second query that can be launched with the indirect search option per-
mits users to find the bases associated with a specific LF. This option is “ori-
ented towards comprehension” (Alonso, Nishikawa & Vincze 2010: 372), 
and thus is for decoding purposes. Once again, the queries in the DICE do 
not seem to respond to the initial linguistic production aims of the authors 
of the dictionary, which according to Alonso (2010: 65), are oriented towards 
linguistic production. 
In our opinion, this kind of search option is not very useful. Evidently, if 
users have doubts about the meaning of a word, they would consult a mono-
lingual dictionary, which is easier, and less time-consuming than obtaining 
the meaning of a word through its LF. 
Finally, the help in writing option verifies whether a specific combination 
is correct. It allows the following two kinds of consultations: (i) users can 
ascertain whether a specific base combines with a specific collocate; (ii) users 
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can obtain the collocates for a given base when wishing to express a specif-
ic meaning, by means of the gloss. For example, as shown in Figure 11, it 
permits users to launch the query and obtain all the verbs that can combine 
with ‘indignación’ [indignation], when it is used as a direct object with the 
meaning ‘causar que la indignación sea mayor’ [to cause the indignation to be 
greater]. For this consultation, the system displays the three verbs: ‘acrecen-
tar’, ‘alimentar’, and ‘aumentar’. 
Figure 11. Ayudas a la redacción search option in the DICE.
Of the three types of search in the DICE, the option of ayudas a la redacción 
seems to be the only one that is accessible to all users, and which is of great 
help for encoding. 
Succinctly put, the DICE is the only one of the six dictionaries with free 
online access. The fact that it is available online means that collocations can 
be easily accessed by users. It also allows for various types of queries to access 
collocations, which is another of its major advantages. However, as already 
mentioned, the metalanguage used makes it unsuitable for a layperson since 
too much linguistic knowledge is assumed. Another of its problems is its lim-
ited number of lemmas in comparison to the other resources. 
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3. comparative analysis of the collocation dictionaries 
In this section, we offer a comparative analysis of all the resources described 
in Section 2, regarding (i) the types of collocation to be encoded; (ii) the 
kinds of collocational information offered; (iii) the place for collocations in 
the micro or macrostructure of the dictionary. 
With the exception of the DICE and the MCD, the dictionaries analyzed 
only provide one way of accessing collocations. This is done either by the 
base or the collocate itself. In contrast, the DICE allows users to access col-
locations in various ways. The search engine allows users to enter one of the 
following: (i) base term; (ii), collocate; (iii) lexical function. A very positive 
aspect of the MCD is that it is the only dictionary that includes nouns and 
adjectives in verb entries. Consequently, users can access collocations either 
by the base term or the collocate. 
Regarding the classification of collocations within an entry, only the short 
entries within REDES do not offer any type of classification, whereas the oth-
er resources do. All of the dictionaries, with the exception of REDES and 
PRÁCTICO, classify collocations by syntactic schema though the organiza-
tion and formulation of this information is far from homogeneous. The BBI 
systematically classifies collocations within the microstructure of each entry, 
but does not explicitly specify this organization. However, the order followed 
is described in the introduction of the dictionary: verb + noun (CA colloca-
tions); verb + noun (EN collocations); adj + noun; noun + verb; and noun + 
noun. 
In contrast, the OCD explicitly specifies the grammatical category and 
order of the two components (i.e., for the lemma bed, adj, verb + bed; bed + 
verb; prep; phrases). The MCD also provides this information but without 
indicating the headword. This means that instead of verb + bed, it says verb 
+ noun. The order followed is adj + n; v + into + n; v + to + n. The DICE first 
includes attribute combinations, followed by n + adjective; verb + noun; noun 
+ verb; and noun of + noun. 
PRÁCTICO also classifies collocations by part of speech. However, the 
syntactic schema between the noun and verb is not expressed. The only re-
source that gives a meaning-based classification of collocation is REDES in its 
long entries. It is true that the OCD and MCD claim to differentiate meaning 
within the same grammatical category. However, their attempt is somewhat 
less than successful since the relationship between the various components 
in the group is not expressed, and there are inconsistencies in the members 
of each group. 
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Concerning the description of collocations, the vast majority of resources 
provide explanations of the meaning of collocations. When necessary, usage 
notes and usage examples are often provided. However, the BBI is the only 
resource that differentiates American English from British English, whereas 
REDES is the only one that indicates the frequency of each combination. Fi-
nally the DICE has the advantage of offering a gloss for each combination. 
Table 2 summarizes the analysis in this paper, and highlights the advantages 
and limitations of each resource.
5. conclusions
Thanks to the availability of large corpora and lexical analysis tools, a wide 
range of new lexicographic resources has emerged. Such resources include an 
important number of combinatory or collocation dictionaries, which target 
different user groups, such as language learners, linguists, teachers, transla-
tors, inter alia. However, as shown in our analysis, these resources differ in 
the way that phraseological information is represented and organized in their 
entries. This type of variation reflects the fact that there is still no general 
agreement as to which kinds of word combination should be included in dic-
tionaries and how they should be described and classified. 
The comparative analysis of the most representative monolingual colloca-
tion dictionaries in English and Spanish undertaken in this paper lead to the 
following conclusions: 
 – A collocation dictionary should provide various ways of accessing col-
locations in order to enhance the effective retrieval of relevant mean-
ing-related information. This is crucial for translators who must find a 
way to produce a target text with the same meaning as the source text.
 – A collocation dictionary should give some kind of classification of 
collocations within an entry. This way, translators, as well as other us-
er groups, will be able to find the information that they are looking for 
quickly. This classification can be done in one of the following ways: 
(i) by part of speech; (ii) by the syntactic schema between the noun 
and the verb; (iii) by meaning. Evidently, for translation purposes, the 
most interesting classification would be a meaning-based classifica-
tion similar to the one used in the long entries in REDES. 
 – A collocation dictionary should provide a description of collocations 
so that users are better able to understand the meaning of a specific 
collocation. This is imperative for translators who must work within 
the context of strict time constraints.
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 – Usage notes and examples of use should also be included in diction-
ary entries because they are a reflection of context. Contextual infor-
mation is extremely valuable because it shows how the word behaves 
in a specific communicative setting and also exemplifies how a collo-
cation is used in real language. 
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